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,', Abstract
';1 This paper discusses the essence of time management arid its positive effect on teac 109

i "iand subsequently on learning. Samples were selected in two phases of the study viz: a the
outset when 31 schools were selected in Ibadan City and after phase one of the study hen
the most effective teacher-time-manager and the least-effective-teacher-time manager ere
identified. Thirty students each from these classes were randomly selected and used a the

",pretest -posttest experimental/control groups design to confirm or confound the resul s of
'l'i~,lone.Findings include: effe.ctive.-time management resulted .i~ e~fective. and l~a.r~in , if
ii~lteachers were to be effective time managers they must rrururruze social activities and
~~•devote more time preparation, good time management engenders improved SIT dent
:l' performance etc. Recommendations were that to assist teachers to manage their time b tter,
1: they should be well remunerated; teachers should reduce their social activities to the brest
iLminimum; they should the business more seriously among others.
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.Introduction
Tin1'e management could be viewed as the process whereby people spend their working day through a
proper allocation of their time vis- a-vis the content of their job in such a way that no eler ent of his
job gains more time, than it is necessary, at the expense of the other elements of the job. gunsanya
and !,Agu (1990) define time management as the way managers typically spend their w rking days

, thrqAgh proper apportionment of their time. Emefiele (Ogunsanya and Agu 1990) stat s that the
.'i,me~~ure of the effective manager is in his very tender love for time and in his ability to t the right
::\:f: thi1~,s done (and o.ne dare to add.at the r~ght time). However, ?rucl(~r (.1967) posits that ef ective time
'~ma~~gers are not Just content With starting tasks, but also With their time. In essence, th y first find
\. whe,~e their time goes but planning the use of their time.
! L It is obvious that if time management is ineffective, the possibility of achieving on's goals is
rem~te, and the rate of poor performance by those who did not manage their time effective y would be,j,
ver)l:i'high. Though time is a very precious and very scarce resource, it isa resource that e ery human
hasJqual access to, but may either it effectively or ineffectively. Every body is equally ndowed in '

, terr1i~of time. Everyone has 24 hours to use, which can neither be reduced nor added to. If anything at
, all v}e can only add utility to its usage in proper allocation to its contending demands a d effective
. ,utili~ation of every bit of the allocated time. You cannot recreate it, as nobody is avoured or
, ,~:
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,~'sfavoured in its endowment. Yet its wise user, is the gainer, while of course the foolis user of time
i$:the loser and the non - performer. Thus Drucker (1967) sees time as "totally inela tic, priceless,
t~tally perishable, irreplaceable and cannot be stored". Therefore, we must see time as it is, scarce and
aDeconomic resource, which needs to be proportionately and wisely distributed among t e tasks being
p;~rformed by the individual, particularly as we know that it can neither be contracted or expanded.
l~me is God-given resource, made available to everyone in equal amount. The allocatio and usage to
it); competing needs depends' on one's scale, of preference and our ability to bu get our time

:'.(

appropriately. Every minute of one's time is very important and it could be make or ar the entire
p'h:icess. Hence, Blanchard (1985) posits that a minute is an important component of avai able time that
must be well utilized. Note that every minute of our available time must be effectively anaged, if the
desired result were to be achieved. Mokuolu (2007) unequivocally states that time, in a dition to skill
and ability, is an important determinant of achievement in any human endeavour. In fac God Himself
is,a time manager as can be inferred from the creation record in Genesis chapter one and the injunction
iliat there is time for every thing under the heavens (Ecclesiastes 3: I - 10) bear witness 0 the fact that
t,i}ne management is a necessity irrespective of one's calling, and indeed for the teach who imparts
4,1,,~.'

l~rfOwledge.
1! Time is a period or duration of period avail~ble to you to carry out certain as ignment. It is
p;~riod within which a thing or task must be done. Doing such a thing implies that it ay have to be
b;roken into parts, if it were to be both efficiently and effectively done. In the executio of the school
c~rriculum, for instance there is a period of time allocated to the teaching of a segment f a subject for
"t,

efficiently and effectively imparting appropriate and relevant knowledge to the taught. ost often a 35
or 40 minute period of time is given to teaching a particular topic in a subject either nee or twice a
~eek. Thus the teacher, say of mathematics would, therefore, work out how best to tilize the time
apocated to the teaching and learning of that topic effectively. Time in relative term, h s components,
i~,the sense that whatever you are billed to do within a given 'period of time determines t e components
ofthat given time. The contents of and duration of 'each element of the task to be done determines the
components of the given time during which the particular task must be accomplish d. A thorough
analysis of the various God-given resources will reveal that time is one of the freest, ch pest and most
equitably distributed. Hardly will one purchase time, yet time when well utilized it brin s in money to;..,

its mel . .
::1~ Planning is the key to effective time utilization and management. Ejiogu:'(2004) views

r
t. ,;t:d:anning, as "the practical thinking, dreaming, scheming and scheduling of the activitie that would be

p'~rformed in order to achieve the objectives for which the enterprise has been set up." It is also
[ dt.ojecting, designing or charting out a course of action. Thus time planning can be de cribed, as time

s~hedul ing which in our context must be relative to the activities of teaching an simultaneous
I~flrnjng. The steps involved in the proper imparting of the relevant knowledge, skill and attitude in
q~estion in terms of the object of study i.e. teaching and learning individual topics of a particular
di.scipline determines how the time will be scheduled. The components of a particul r task and the
~:~ount of time, it will take must be forecasted and estimated to aid the scheduling of the time. A
#~operly scheduled time coupled with the determination to use it well will result in a ti e well utilized.
tlime utilization is determined by the tasks to be done and the time each task element will take to be
executed and work in absolutely compliance with the given time scheduled for the co npletion of the
task (Onuka, 2006).

Onuka (2004) posits hat forecasting, planning and budgeting are some f the tools of
management, He describes "management" as an everyday phenomenon which involve everybody. He
~~ews management as including (or encompassing) forecasting, planning, organizin , implementing
~pd monitoring and evaluation, while Easterby-srnith (1995) considers "managerne t" as all about
1{tanning, organizing, staffing, directing, coordinating, reporting and budgeting. He oints out that,
~~ceptable definition of the subject depends on who the person defining the' term is an what he wants
t~ do with the definition. However, in the context of time management and classroo interaction we
I~
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mayhiew it as the ability to plan and budget time for classroom interaction for effective tea hing and
leaf;~~ingby both the educator and the educated (pupils). Time management could thus be escribed

;;~iapp~~priately as using a time scheduled to accomplish a predetermined task, working ithin the
;raflo:~1ted time .to complet~ each ~om~onent efficiently an~ effec~i~el~. Effective, time ~a age~ent

: <i lead~;:to effective use of time which m turn denotes the right utilization of God s equita le gift to
!.t~~d:{~lnd y~t a .scar.ce reso~rce, right thus yielding the ap~ropriate outcome. Effi~ient use ?f t me is t~e
!\ng~ [combination 10 the right quantum of the resource with other resources to yield the righ output If
!) em;:'ltively handled. You can' be efficient and may not be effective and verse versa. Effect" e use of
, ; tim~will often yield the appropriate expected result. I

,\ I~~'It is important to note that management denotes appropriate planning, organ zing and
'; utilization, evaluation and feedback.
: J,l! Effective teaching and learning in the context of time management starts with ffectively
, fore~,asting the classroom activities required to make a particular topic or subject effectively aught and
learfl'edwithin a given time horizon. You, who as a teacher, are to facilitate both teaching an learning

: ,'iwilt!llbreak these activities into tasks and forecast the duration within which each ta ( can be
: ! un~~rtaken .. This is followed by allocation of time duration to every step or task that is r quired to
, complement others to make a whole. This act can be regarded as time budgeting or time s heduling.

':;' This,\comes with practice. So you may not be very accurate the very first time you do it. Next you
; orga

1
pize the materials that could facilitate the process of teaching-learning. Having done thi , you may

1 pro9r~d to carry out a mock implementation of your programme according to the schedul ; so as to
l:ens~h~ that what you have done will work in the actual practice or life situation. Effectivei',V, tea~~lng/learning (classroom. interaction), and effective time management is a product 0 thorough

iir, pla~p'ing, time budgeting, organization and strict adherence to implementation time sched le, Doing: f this¥ightly at the right time and doing it right the first time will ~esult from s~veral o:ock p.r ctices. For
,: i a te~cher who has already taught a class before he has to start hIS classroom interaction Wit the recall
; of ~hat was taught before, to determine the rate of learning of the previous activity by he pupils,
! ho~~yer, if the class has just started then he may well do an oral pre-test (questioning) t ascertain
! prey;ious attainment, so as to decide how proceed and where to start from. This seg ent of the
;~,clas~:OGm interaction must be given its appropriate timing with strict adherence to it i order to
i engender effective time management. He decides what time to give to introduction of the new topic,
\ ,tim~\Jor questioning which will spur pupils' participation as well as ascertain how much' :of what is
,i bein~itaught has been learnt. You should also allot time to the pupils' questioning so that yo can clear
their doubts about the subject matter and thus facilitating their own learning process. he above
illustration can be presented as follows:

1. Recall or determination of previous attainment 5 minutes out of 35 minutesq, ; i~ 2. Introduction (5 minutes)
: { ,j' 3. Teaching (step by step) (15 minutes)
:t ,jl,li,' 4. Questioning (both by the teacher and the learners) (5 minutes)ill ::1' 5. Restating/clarification (5 minutes)
Ir,'!r 6. Evaluation of the lesson (2 minutes)
~~ ] 7. Summarise the lesson restating the salient points (3 minutes)
! " ,White (1998) states that in time budgeting and managing well, one should first dentify hisr,
,~ visiqn and clarify the vision before proceeding to do any other thing including prioritizin
I;; plan!l!10 enable you achieve the objectives of teaching, one must do one thing at a time. Or anize your
. pla~~by putting/pooling together all the necessary events/materials in the appropriate orde . Start with
the !R,o 1 or grade 1 priority rather than grade 3 or 4 priority. In case of a lesson must be s stematic-

i" inttJd\.lction will be considered grade 1 priority as it leads to the main theme and move 0 the main
["'thelJ.je step by step mindful of the time allocated to each.
~' ,~I An example of how we can plan to manage our time properly is shown by table bel
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,*Wlf:b1e 1: shows a hypothetical time/task schedule for a classroom lesson period.
" r ~,

I[f~sk Time, , ,

:~Htroduction 5 mins
i§'tep 1 5 mins
1~,1ep2 5 mins
1'9tep 3 6 mins
,Step4 4 mins
'~estatinglquestion inglevaluation 10 mins
'!Ifonclusion 5 mins
[otal 40 mins

llijl,"',. ~im~ management, is not just about planning; it is also about results. So proceed from planning
i,' ;'orgaOlzatlOn then to action.~!, We need to note the following two ways in which we can manage our time effect vely:
i~ L Lesson time management is a micro type (time management schedule) (Loc Ie),
i~ 2, Global (Macro) Time Management - Your Whole Day (Typical Day) ti management
i~; schedule. '
Ii

,:' It should also be noted that the macro time management would of a necessity ncompass the
~icr:o type. Micro time management is subsumed in the macro type. In other words the locale must be
~,ftuated within the context of global. I

i~' Thus we must evolve macro and micro time management and ensure that they s ncronise well.
Nlr'lcro time management schedule should precede micro time management, because th success of the
l~fter depends largely on the success of the former. An example of macro time manage ent schedule is
0hat is often referred by corporate bodies as year planner. It should be stated that no schedule is
perfect because they are based on forecasting and estimates. Yet it is far better than non .
l; In summary, the following steps are essential to effective time management:
)

"; • Adequate knowledge of the activities to be undertaken, their individual ex ected duration,
,Iii:': and their sequence of occurrence.
t~,1 • Always remember there is only 24 hours in day
IIii • Note that the afore-mentioned makes time, though equitably God-give resource, yet
'jl scarce, leadingto the fact that we must prioritize our activities both globally and micro -
i' wise.
" • Thus allocate time to every activity (including sleep, relaxation and eating) t be undertaken

• These preceding parts (steps) call for thorough planning of the use of time
• Linear programming/graph could be used to depict one's use oftime plan
• Rehearse plan in a mock exercise to ensure effective actual implementation
•• Implement strictly according to schedule
• Review the implementation
• Feedback the result to the plan
• Revise your time plan
• Rehearse it again

j~ • Implement again
, :i~~'1; It is thus a cycle of planning, executing, reviewing, feedback and revision u til perfection is
~rained; and since real perfection is far fetched, it is a continuous process until thy kin dom come

1 fii 'You can practice this again and agai.n until pe:fection is obtained, but since pe fection ca~ on~y
~1eachieved by God then the process remains a continuous one. However, you cann t be effective m
l~e management unless you decide your decide your priority of events to be inclu ed in your time
p.!an. 1

:1'1 These include preliminary preparation, every event and its duration vis a vis ther activities of
~~e day. You should also plan the use of time allocated to every activity, rehearse the execution of the
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'i i,p)·;1~nd the delivery which ultimate ly proves the effeetive~ess of the management of your fme, Please
,rlfnQt~~pat you break your lesson Into steps and match the ume appropnate for the complet on of each
!t!steBi:';haccordance with their weighting. Globally too you may also organize your activities for a week
;~!:by .:~t~~nning and scheduling: these activities through time b~dg~ting and c~ntrol of al the week
.1 . actl11tIes and then ensure strict adherence to the schedule during implementation, Be sure -that a one
tim9!~chedLlle is done on day by day basis if it were to be effective.

r'"
1~

dt
Th~:i'Problem of the Study i.

: Ari~~:ngfron: the fa.ct that many a Nigeria.n tea~~er ?oes .not effectively ma~age hi.s/~er ti . e ~nd the
: ,COI1I;rgnentineffectiveness of the teacher In facilitating high degree of learning, this inve tigation set
outltb!study the reasons why this is so and to find out how the trend can be overcome.

,:Res~arch Questions
,.,

il I. Are teachers able to ~anage their time eff~ctively? ..
: ': :i". i. 2. What are the co.nstral~ts to teachers effectively managing their time?

1:.11" ill', 3. How can these impediments be overcome?~T lIlt,.l!' HyHdthesis
l i:J;Io 111

1

,: There is no difference between teaching effectiveness of teachers who manag their time
I I. ,Il .
i ;;.effeetively and those who do not
'.: l', : :~

1 ~F
"il

: Re~~arch Procedure
": Re~'~iarch Method

'I:l!,:
,Th~l~ethod adopted for this research was ex post as well as quasi - experimental and cont 01 type with
the ~r.etest post test design.

Population, Sampling and Sample
Population

. Thejtarget population was all the teachers of secondary schools in Both Ibadan city and Ib dan less city
:of aii~9talof eleven Local Government Council Areas, Oyo State, Nigeria.

> i. I~~

'h:ji S~~':lling and Sample
rill TI1~!r ulti-stage sampling technique was adopted as follows:
<: .'j, Ibadan was clustered into eleven LGCA's. The proportion of schools per LGCA was
! ,;proR;~rtionately but randomly chosen. The researchers decided that at least half of th number of
~ '. sch~pls in LGCA .would be randomly sample. Finally one Economics teacher in each 0 the selected
.: schq~ls was Lls~d In the sample. Two sets of 30 students each from two of the schools ere.used.for

!, qua'~~' - experimental group and control' group were chosen, to represent one e fective time
! ' ma~:~gement teacher and the other .non -effective teacher as was found the first step analy is who were
, "I'
, again observed for six weeks.
, ',.

! ;'i~

t[:

l!\ ,i .. ,

'ftl),i.'

I~.r:':: i, .
I' .,
I~ri: 'I! ~ :'; I.

I" 'f',..Ji
IIi
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!jlli
tl,a,ble 2: LGCA's, number of Schools and Sample size
i'~ i

; ~'ii I!

, I

SINo

;;1:: Total

LGCA No of Schools Sam Ie size
19
12
23

II
?
5
2
1

Akinyele
Egbeda
Ibadan North
cc North-East
" North-West
" South-East
" South-West
Ido
Lagelu
Oluyole
Ona-Ara

1
2
3
4
5
6

11
07
17 3

7 23 5
1
4
2
2

8
9
10
11

07
18
12
10
149 31

'~!!'~, .
lbstrumentation I

I:f;typical teacher full day time/work .l2-item schedule - check list kind of instrument designed and
~~~ic;latecJby the researchers, through test - retest, and intra and inter rate correlation at he following
6~~fficjents 0.86, 0.74 and 0.71 was used in collecting some of the data. Responde ts were also
r~quested to freely list what they considered constraints to time management as well as bossible ways
ofovercoming these constraints, to which they listed ten points against each of constrain s and ways of
oyercoming them. .

~Fthod of Data Collection .
~~ta for the study was collected using the check-list and direct observation using anecdotal coding as'~I,~principal a.cti~ns of concern in the study such as giving di~ecti~es, instructin~,. teacher que~tioning,
~rdent . qu~stlOmng, response (teacher. and student), c1anfic~tlOn, summanzl~g, e aluation and
~~ncluslOn 111the classroom. It also examined and award mark USl11gthe format of time/le sson schedule
a well as the lesson plan content, lesson preparationlrehearsal period earlier on di cussed. Each
t~acher was observed and rated twice by either one of the researchers or a trained assista t and once by

"~ .
a'9other rater.
i~~, The two schools in which the most effective time management teacher (A) andlthe most non-
~ffective time management teacher (B) were found (as revealed by the first step analysi in the study)
~!t!dtheir respective classes were used as experimental group and control group. Pretes and post test
'~~~'eadministered on the both groups to determine the effect of effective teacher time IT anagement on
sll'ddent cognitive achievement viz a viz non effective time management, having assistec the former to
b:etter manage his time for three further weeks.

!

Method of Analysis
u
q/ata u~ed were got from collating and coding data from the three sources of data of direct observation,

,:', ~, ecklist and the lesson notes.
11~ "h;: Data from the exercise were analysed using qualitative analysis and stat sties such as
rf'[; ,p;~l:centage, Spearman - Brown rank order correlation statistic. .'f :'\;' The second stage data analysis involved the use of t-test statistic

I, I;

;' ,

,
I'.1

I: .
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•.Fi~ringS and Discussion

; Tabt~ 3: The relative effective time utilization and management in percentage
;Jf!

6\

,·ifl
if[ '1&1'
iil:i' :rot:~Jil . 11~~i

i :!!l: The ta.bIe above prese~ts qua~itative data that s~ows that a ~u.mber ~f teacher~ ir the sample
I kno ~.something about managing their lesson by planning how to utilize their lesson tim: well ahead
.the ,~:9tllalperiod for maximal effectiveness. The number of the teachers who scored from 50% to 100%
on tJ~,e effective time management scale was 19 which .are 61% of sample used in the study. An
. indi.&iltion that a number of them had knowledge on time management by way of planning and
. exe~l'iting thei.r lesson period :veil ~no.ugh.to.make them effec~ive teacher~ which is the essence of time
ma«qgement In a school setting, which IS In consonance with the finding of (Ogunsan a and Agu,
',199;~~:However, 39% of the subjects in the study did not bother to plan their time well as a they were
ineffective teachers as proved by the result of the quasi-experiment carried out to find 01t whether a
relationship exists between effective management' and students' achievement in this s udy. Well a
number of teachers could manage their well because they did not think it necessary to do pecause they
feltl~hey have already garnered sufficient to make them effective without planning to nanage their
'tim~;l!They thu.s rely on :esidual.and a~chaic knowledge rather than imbibing dynamisr:n i their career
,'ahdll~~y extension ef~ectlveness m their chosen field of endeavour .. Some !elt constraints :~yp~verty,:~jth4s~~,nstead of planning ahead for the next lesson they are engaged in making ends meet; by taking on

11; so~~fother activities that can earn them some other income. But those who were content with the job
; mad:~ out time to the necessary preparation for effective teaching through time manag ement (TM)
:'agre~ing with the view held by (Blanchard and Peter, 1985; and White, 1998).

1\:1
jljij:,~~;
"ql.
,:·tl
'J:
,,!
';\
"I!r'

: Percentage range No of teachers Remarks
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50

Found to be a drunk (very very poor time managers.
Seriously involved in local partisan politics (very poor tin e managers)
Were not fully interested in teaching (poor time managers
Were partially committed but had to contend with fa lily & other
interests (fair time managers)
Fairly good time managers
Good time managers
Very good time managers
Excellent time manager

I
4
7

51-60 4

61-70
71-80
81-90
91-100

5
3
5
2
31

!

l:~.,II
I illl,ii','j

l\l'i'!-lJ
•..• 1· 'I) 1.),;

\i
"1:Ii
'I
!~,

, l~,q;
128:\' ,:\i\1

1 !(
fi

I

I!!~
:,1
"~
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!'
ltiab1e 4: Perceived constraints to time management and suggested solutions (in percentages)

"11,
'~.i l( .

~ I' , 111;

.1 Ii:~ollstrllints Frequency Percentage Suggested solutions Freuuei cv Percentaze
i:i ,i;JJ\~bking competence in TM 13 41:9* Mountingof training on TM 28 90.3**
iJ.· . 'HiF.h~--=-=-:=-;:==-=-:::':'-:7~f-----'::~-+-"""":":~-+==~==:.::J2..':::':"'='------+---=-~-'f---"::":::':'~---1
!.;I·""I\~a~1.y demands contending
1 f:~qr~lme

ii!~.a.ny administrative
li~Sslgnmel1ts

17

18

54.8

58.1

38.7 Teachers must be committed

31

29

100Increase salary

Employ more teachers to reduce
work

93.5

lil'
§tudent over-population
11:

12 38.7
Reduce administrative
assignment given to classroom
teachers

23 74.2

troo short a time to cover
i,#IYllabi 67.719 61.3 Make content of syllabi more

concise
21

IMuch family needs to be
:'!'!h:Wet 25 80.6 Teachers should not be involved

in too many social obligations
24 77.4

it:!.
i$ocial demands to attend to
I :~:,

35.529 93.5 Teachers must create time for
preparation outside sch, Hour

11

iC:an't create time outside of
I
school hours to prepare

48.4

Irhe assumption of
~dequate knowledge of the
kubject matter/competence

14

12

45.2
Teachers must not assume
knowledge or competence

15

16 5l.6

~'rp,ovides answer to question 2
~~ilprovictesanswer to question 3
;I~I'' ,

1!\1:' From table 4 above in the first three columns, it is clearly shown that quite a su stantial number
o:f the respondents, irrespective of whether or not they are effective time managers; believe that there
~l~Yconstraints to the teacher effective time management. The constraints listed by the respondents
i6clude lack of knowledge of/incompetence in time management (41.9), many thing demanding for
tti~ teacher~~ time (54.8!, teach~rs being overloaded with administrativeresponsibilit (58.1~, stud~nt
9;yerpopulatlOn (38.7), time available for teacher not commensurate to the content 0 syllabi causing
;i~~hto finish the content (61.3), trying to meet family needs which does not teachers tc devote much of
fj~(;ir outside of school to preparation of school work (80.6), Efforts to meet social demands (93.5),
,I,j.

t~,achers are unwilling to create time for school work out of their leisure time (45.2) ard"assumption of
a,gequate knowledge of subject matter and/competence in teaching (38.7). The imp ication of these
~hd ings as expressed by teachers is that unless these perceived constraints are add essed, many of
them would rather pursue other businesses that could enhance their standard of living t the expense of
their teaching preparation since theirs is not just routine work that has to be followec day in day out.
thereas, according to White (1988), Ogunsanya and Agu (1990) and Blanchard and 1L0rber (1985) if
9:r:ewere to be. effe~tive in his duty, he must ,Plan and manage his :vork time effectively, which. im~lies
,t~<;ltthese findings In some measure contradict the norm due possibly to wrong value system imbibed
:~~ the society. Since teaching results in learning and learning in education and develop ment of the total
~an which according Onuka (2004) is the tool for national development, then these constraints must be
a;~dressed as suggested by the respondents in the section of this work. Some of the onstraints listed
sl)ow that there the need for value reorientation because money has been placed abov e dedication and

\1'"c.b,ntribution to development.
, :,~."':!ll' The last three columns of table 4 provide answer to question three.
li~ii: The result here shows that the respondents are of the opinion that if these measures here
~~ggested are considered and implemented there may be considerable improvemer t in the average
t~~cher attitude to time management which by extension implies preparation for effect ve teaching. The
~t~ggested solutions by the respondents are namely: .
1[;' Mounting regular training programme on the import of the time management (~0.3), increase in
t~achers' salary to reduce their level of search for extra income to enable them plan nd manage their
S0hool time effectively (100), employment of more teachers to reduce the work ver load on the
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, tead~~rs to enable them devote more to preparation rather than battling to cope with the 0 ercrowd of
b" stu'~Jrts in terms of attention and marking (93.5), reduction in administrative responsibil ty given to
:tl the I~~~chers so allow. to all~w them sufficient to plan and m~nage their school time (74.2), makin~ the
,conf;nt of the syllabi concise to allow for enough and, avoid rush so that the teacher car effectively
!ma*,~~e their time .and the consequent teaching. effectiveness (67.7), teachers must reduce the premium,
theyl!'place on socials to allow them enough time to plan to educate and develop the yeung and up
cornjng generations (77.4), teachers must create time to plan and manage their teaching eft ctivelyand
thus~l!the concomitant learning (35.5), Teachers assume sufficient knowledge and compe ence to the
lev1,~1of disregarding the need to prepare for effective teaching which is the import of the eacher time
:;ma~~gement concept (48.4) and the teacher must be fully committed to duty (51.6 . All these

'II: isu~~~stjons confirm the need for training and retraining of the Nigerian manpower in all s ctors of the
'Ieco,,~my as posited by Onuka (2004).

:,1, ~Ta JI~ 5: Aggregate intra-rater and inter rater correlation coefficients showing the relationship teacher time
ll! mgt and teaching effectiveness.

" ,J,
No Intra-rater Inte -rater

r Effi,~~tivetime managers*:~~. ,
. Ineffective time managers** 12 0.69 p.66

19 0.76 .72

, • Tea,~bers rated fair time managers to those rated excellent time managers were collapsed together to form the effective time manager (~tegory ,
, •• Thq~e,rated poor time managers and below as indicated in table 3 were categorized as ineffective,

,:lli" • '
, ,~l!.,
TaI:H1~!6:

!I;\.~..
The t-test of significance of the difference between the performance of the students of the effective
time management teachers and those of the non-effective time management teacher in economics

t-critI Pretest I Posttest
Gr~,lp Sample size SD

"1, Mean ' SD Mean
t-obs

2.66Tea~p'er A's Students 30 46 6.9 56 7
i: I,': 'T~~~l\er B's Students 30 34 8.0 39.5 7p, ';:;-~hT.;:---::;;-------'------'---------L ---''---__'--_-L- '-- __ +--L- -'
i1'l: p- Q'r.~,illf~58

:1' :~ Tables 5&6 show the~esults providing clue to the hypothesis of this study. Table 5 shows high
I' corr~latlOn between good time management and teaching effectiveness as well as:poor time
11, mau~gement and lower teaching effectiveness. The aggregate intra-rater and inter-rate of 0.76 and
!! 0:7~!~'.forgood time management and teaching effectiveness show that the efficient and ffective time
maq1abr the teacher is the more effective he is in his teaching exploits. In the same he table also
rev:~&ls'that the less efficient and effective time manager the teacher is the less effecti e he is most
, like:rf to be in his teaching undertakings. These results agree with postulation of Ejiogu (2004) that
'Ipla«,ping and the resultant management of resource constitutes. the key to effectively irr plernenting a
" prod~rfimme. They equally confirm the findings of Ogunsanya and Agu (1990) that ~ffective time
management engenders effective teaching and learning as well as the views of Blancha d and Lorber
(198,8) and White (1998) that effective time management is a result of good planning v hich Ieads to
therealization of set organizational goal and objectives. This is because time managemen is composite
to Bpoject planning, management and implementation (Onuka, 2006). The results depic ed in table 6
';con~~m the findings shown in table and goes on to show that good time management engender not
il\·on'l~ffl~ffectiveteaching but also eff~ctivelearning (Og~nsanya and Ag~, 199?; and Onuk , 20?6). With
iil;qrr~,~~~nscore of (56 post test) againsta mean score of 46 at pre-test implying a ten-un t gam for the
!.!'exp:~'imental group whereas the mean score of 34 for the control group at pre-test, and a mean score of
il39.st"at pes-test meaning a gain of 5.5 units as against the ten-unit in favour of the experimental group.
: ,An .~ndication th~t good time .management results in effective learning .by the taugl t. This r~sult
; underscores the views and findings of some authors and researchers that tUITemanagen ent definitely
:, and;,i,!recessarily engenders effective learning and lor performance (Blanchard and .orber, 1985;
.i OgqJi}$anya and Agu, 1990; White, 1998 and Onuka, 2006). Thus there is no gainsay' ng that in the
.' ' i)lj'" "
i: ',:~,:',' no

,.:1 I
I .~ .

; ~: I
I I~~I
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, . ':~w\"~msta~ce, where there is a sub.stant~al chunk of teachers :-rho .are not skilled in ti e ma~agem~nt
, :,r' wanting to get to terms With time management Which is probably why v ces (including
.J.}~~mination malpractices are on the increase in our educational institutions, the n ed to urgently
a~dressed this anomaly cannot be overstressed.. .If The t-test of significance shows that the t-observed is greater than t-critical the .hypothesis that
\~~re is no significant difference between achievement of the students of time -effecti e management
1~rcher and .thos~ o~ non-ef~ective time management teacher sho~ld be rejected be a~se the result
.'J?;~~rv,ethere is a significant difference between the students of the time management anant teachers.
'J?rose of the effective time ma~ager performed significantly better than those of the pposite teacher
(~pe not so effective time manager -teacher. Thus it could be inferred the former fa ilitates a better
f~aching - learning interaction and the resultant student achievement. The result conform to the
:fihdings of the studies by some scholars and researchers that if the time available for teaching is well
IT:ianaged students achieve substantially in learning (Ogunsanya & Agu, 1990; Blanc ard and Lorber,
l'i985; Whiter, 1998 and Onuka, 2006). Therefore teachers need to be trained an encouraged to
~,anage the. available teaching better for a better t~achi~g - learning interaction and the concom!t~nt
~~~dent achievement as well as enhanced. exp:cted learnlt1~ outcomes as well .as confirn:s the posrtion

i. . 901f,: Mokuolu (2007) that proper use of time is an factor 10 the level of achieverne t in any human
!~!\11,geavour.
Ily~'
illi
.,l!
<lronclusion and Recommendations';1
Glonclusion
~~I

-a

l1lie investigation has clearly shown that effective classroom interaction or effective caching-learning
i?locess is no doubt a product of effective time-matched-task forecast, proper time a location coupled
~;th planning your subject top.ic effectively and organizing and implementing your work (teaching-
~~!arning) schedule within a time-frame effectively. To manage teaching-learning tim effectively is to
~:~:vedone your work-plan well ahead of teaching-learning time, do mock practice, aster the subject
l1?atter, distribute the components of the subject well and assign to each task and an appropriate time
schedule for its execution. This entails systematic planning, practice and mastery of e subject matter
so that you know exactly what amount of time can be allocated to each step and eac -item that makes
for effective classroom interaction. In conclusion, it should be noted that there ca ot be effective
i~iC!ching-learning time management without effective planning, budgeting, organizing and
i~.pJementation as well as practices to ensure that plans are executable and are approp iatelyexecuted,

:i~
Hecommendations
'li;'
A;tising from the findings, discussion and conclusion of this study the following rec mmendations are
h~~rebymade for consideration by the relevant authorities.
i~ • The stakeholders in education should come to discuss and implemen the strategy fOJ
:::ii effective teaching time management in the Nigerian schools.
!\(; • All proprietors (government and private individuals) should review be conditions 0:

;,~ service for teachers; professionalise teaching to give impetus to revie their attitude tc
All work and thus make them devote more time to their teaching work.
;) I • Teachers and indeed all Nigerians must be reoriented in value system s that money wil

not take premium over commitment though their remuneration needs t be reviewed am
enhanced.

• Attendance at social functions must be reduced to the barest minimum b the teachers ani
every Nigerian citizen, to create more time for planning and implem nting work task
efficiently and effectively, which is what time management and thus iner ase learning in th
Nigerian school system.
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,,~'lli'",~ Ii,I!li:. Time management experts should be employed 'and/or
Ilii' programmes on time management for teachers nationwide.
'!' • The various syllabi be reviewed so as to make their contents match the vailable for
I;: effective teaching and learning interaction in the Nigerian school system.
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